Conventional pumping test analysis methodology assumes that aquifer transmissivity is invariant in space. The ramifications of this assumption are examined for hypothetical units whose variations in transmissivity are considered to be reasonable representations of variations possible in natural systems. The dependence of pumping test transmissivity on spatial (angular and radial) and temporal location of observations and the method of drawdown analysis is assessed. The dependence on the angular position of an observation well appears of little significance. Dependence on radial position, however, can be strong. The dependence on the interval of time used in the pumping test analysis is only important in highly variable systems. Methods of drawdown analysis that yield identical estimates in uniform units yield differing estimates in nonuniform ones as a result of a difference in data-fitting procedures. A reasonable estimate of transmissivity at a regional scale can be obtained from a Cooper-Jacob analysis applied at a large duration of pumpage. In general, conventional approaches for pumping test analysis should be viable in the nonuniform aquifers of the type considered here.
INTRODUCTION
A pumping test is the primary means of assessing the transmissive and storage properties of subsurface material c•n a scale of significance for issues involving water supply or the gross movement of a contaminant plume. The parameters characterizing the transmissive and storage nature of a unit are estimated from pumping-induced drawdown using a•ytical solutions to the partial differential equation governing the flow of groundwater to a central pumping well. These analytical solutions assume that the aquifer is uniform or can be subdivided into, at most, two or three uniform regions [Streltsova, 1988] . Although most hydrogeologists recognize that natural systems are characterized by a considerable degree of spatial variability, only limited work has been done to evaluate the ramifications of that variability for pumping test analyses [e.g., Warren and Price, ! 961; Vandenberg, 1977] . This article describes an attempt to address these ramifications in more depth than previous work.
The major purpose of the work reported here is to examine theoretically the applicability of conventional pumping test an/'•ysis methodology, developed for uniform units, to units ',•hose properties vary in space. Specifically, this examination focuses on the impact of lateral variations in the transmissive properties of a unit on the transmissivity estimates obtained from conventional pumping test analysis raethodotogy. The impact of these lateral variations is quantified using the dependence of the estimated transmissivity •n The spatial and temporal location of the drawdown data employed in the analysis (in this work spatial location refers t:0 position of the observation well, and temporal location refers to the interval of time represented by the drawdown da•.a). Only behavior in perfectly confined aquifers is con-:s'dered here. This simplification allows the effect of lateral ¾mations in transmissivity to be more readily evaluated. !•he emphasis of this study is on conditions in units that systems. Thus an effort is made to employ mathematical representations of units whose spatial variations in transmissivity can be considered to be reasonably similar to those of aquifers in the field. Since detailed deterministic descriptions of variations in transmissivity over a field area are not available, a stochastic process representation is employed to incorporate the limited existing field data into this study. An important advantage of a stochastic representation is that it allows the uncertainty concerning the actual spatial variations in natural systems to be incorporated into the analysis. The results of this work are therefore phrased in terms of behavior in the class of units that can be represented by a specific stochastic process. Since conventional pumping test analysis methodology is often used to provide estimates of the regional properties of a flow system, this work also examines the viability of the transmissivity calculated from a pumping test analysis for use in a regional flow model. The aim of this aspect of the work is to define appropriate procedures for estimation of the regional transmissivity from drawdown data collected during a pumping test.
METHODOLOGY
The basic approach of this research is to numerically simulate a pumping test in a realization drawn from a stochastic process characterizing the variations in transmissivity over the modeled area. A pumping test transmissivity is then estimated from the simulated drawdown data using conventional analytical approaches. The dependence of the estimated transmissivity on the spatial and temporal location of observations, and the method of drawdown analysis (the various forms of transmissivity dependence are henceforth denoted as dependence relationships), is then calculated for that realization. Monte Carlo simulation is employed to repeat this procedure over a sample of realizations drawn from the stochastic process. The average and variability of the dependence relationships over the realizations drawn from the stochastic process are then used to assess the viability of conventional pumping test analysis methodology in the class of units represented by that process. Four stochastic processes are examined in the work discussed here. Given the large computational demands of Monte 2401 Carlo simulation, the emphasis of this study will be on obtaining a general understanding of these dependence relationships, rather than the definition of highly precise expressions describing their form.
A finite element model, the FE3DGW model of Gupta et al. [1984] , is employed for the simulations of this work. Equation ( Both wells are at the same radial distance from the pumping •vell. In this paper the coefficient of variation is primarily employed for describing the angular dependence, since it ;more succinctly summarizes the studied relationships. Note :•at the observation well network displayed in Figure 1 results in drawdown being measured at equal angular intervals at different radial distances from the pumping well. :•easurement at equal angular intervals produces sampling schemes that are not strictly comparable from one circle of observation wells to the next, because the sampling interval relative to the correlation structure of the stochastic process •:reases with radial distance from the pumping well. Given the goals of this work, however, the differences between •ampling schemes are considered insignificant.
Rad'ml and temporal dependence are characterized by the mmalized absolute value of the transmissivity difference. h each case a transmissivity value calculated from drawrtown at the pumping well is considered the base value for the realization, The absolute value of the difference between dis base value and a transmissivity computed at a different ,radi;al or temporal location is normalized by the base value. I1• normalized absolute value of the transmissivity difference is also used to characterize parameter dependence on t• method of drawdown analysis, with the NLS transmis-•vity being used as the normalizing value for the difference between the NLS and C-J parameters. 
RESULTS

Dependence on Angular Location
The dependence of pumping test transmissivity on the angular location of observation wells is the first issue to be examined. Figure 2 is a dimensionless plot for the results of an analysis using the first stochastic process (case 1) of Table  1 . This graph depicts the mean coefficient of variation as a function of the normalized distance from the pumping well to the ring of observation wells. Throughout this work, the distance between the pumping and observation wells is normalized by the range of the semivariogram of the stochastic process. This normalization is used only to relate the essentially reflects the greater variability in transmissivity that is being met about the circumference of the ring of observation wells as this circumference increases in size.
Note that the pumping test transmissivity values employed in the analysis of angular and radial dependence are determined using the NLS procedure. The C-J procedure is only used for the analysis of temporal dependence, as is explained shortly. 
Dependence on Radial Location
The dependence of pumping test transmissivity on the radial location of observation wells is the next issue to be examined. As discussed earlier, the normalized absolute value of the difference in transmissivity between that calculated at an observation well and that at the pumping well is the quantity employed to characterize radial dependence. The actual difference between the NLS and C-J transmissivities is shown in Figure 11 , a plot of the mean normalized absolute transmissivity difference versus the duration of the analysis. The NLS transmissivity serves as the normalizing quantity for this plot. Figure 11 indicates that the normalized difference between the NLS and C-J parameters increases with the duration of the analysis. This difference is solely a function of aquifer nonuniformity, since experiments with the same numerical model produced identical transmissivity estimates from NLS and C-J analyses in a uniform aquifer. Butler [1990] provides a lengthy discussion of the basis for the difference in parameter estimates produced by these two analytical techniques. Essentially, these two procedures provide dissimilar estimates in nonuniform aquifers because of their emphasis on properties of material in different portions of the aquifer. This difference in emphasis arises from the fact that the NLS procedure involves the fitting of a theoretical drawdown versus time curve to the data, while the C-J procedure, as conventionally performed, simply involves fitting a straight line to data on a semilog plot. The result is that the NLS approach places a heavier emphasis on the transmissivity of material in the vicinity of the observation well, while the C-J approach emphasizes the transmissivity of material in the front of the cone depression (the leading edge of the cone of depression from which the majority of the pumped water originates). As discussed by Butler [1990] , one consequence of this difference in emphasis is that the NLS procedure is more appropriate for parameters used to estimate pumping-induced drawdown, while the C-J procedure is more appropriate for parameters used to estimate aquifer yield. Another consequence of this difference is that parameters estimated from the NLS approach display a greater angular and radial dependence, while the C-J parameters display a greater temporal dependence. It should be noted that the relationships depicted in Figure 1 ! pertain to observation wells located near the pumping well.
As Butler [1990] shows, the difference between the NLS and C-J parameters will decrease with increases in the distance between the observation and pumping wells.
Estimation of Regional Transmissivity
An important use of transmissivities estimated from a pumping test is as inputs into regional flow models, with the test estimates being employed to characterize the transmissivity over an area of considerable extent. The results of the temporal dependence analysis of case 4 can be employed to briefly assess the viability of using pumping test transmissivities to characterize regional properties. The geometric mean of the realization is used here to represent the regional transmissivity as a result of the methodology employed this study. As described in Appendix A, the geometric me.a• 1. For the network of observation wells employed hem the variability of pumping test transmissivity values calculated about the circumference of a circle of observation wells centered on the pumping well increases with the variance of the stochastic process and the distance between the pumping and observation wells. The magnitude of the variability, however, never reaches a level of practical concern in any of the cases examined here. Although this conclusion concerning angular dependence is based on the mean behavior over the sampled realizations, it is considered a reasonable description of conditions within a single realization, since the variability over the sampled realizations is small. In addition, theoretical considerations and the analytical results discussed by Butler [1990] indicate that the angular variations should go to zero at a large distance from the pumping well for aquifers of the type considered here. Therefore in such aquifers a transmissivity value calculated from drawdown at a single well should adequately characterize the property in the angular direction for most practical applications.
The variability of pumping test transmissivity values
in the radial direction also increases with the variance of the stochastic process and the radial distance from the pumping well. Unlike the angular dependence, however, the radial dependence is large enough to be of concern for practical applications. In addition, the variability over the sampled realizations is large enough to cause the mean estimates to be of limited value at large distances from the pumping well. Transmissivity values calculated using drawdown from distant observation wells must therefore be used with caution to characterize conditions close to the pumping well. 4. Analytical approaches that are equivalent in uniform aquifers yield differing parameters in nonuniform units as a result of different data-fitting procedures. This difference in fitting procedures causes the nonlinear least squares and Cooper-Jacob approaches to heavily weight properties of material in different portions of the aquifer. As Butler [1990] discusses, the superiority of one approach over the other depends upon the specific use of the parameters (e.g., drawdown predictions versus yield predictions). Note that the magnitude of this difference decreases with distance from the pumping well.
5. A transmissivity value obtained from a Cooper-Jacob analysis applied at large dimensionless times is, given that boundary effects are negligible, a reasonable representation of the transmissivity on the regional scale. The viability of a NLS analysis for characterization of regional properties is dependent on the distance of the observation well from the pumping well.
The general conclusion resulting from this work is that the conventional approaches for the analysis of pumpinginduced drawdown, for the most part, appear viable in nonuniform aquifers of the type considered here. Viable is used here in the sense that drawdown at one observation well can be used to calculate a transmissivity value that is a reasonable estimate for most practical applications. Clearly, however, the dependence of pumping test transmissivity on the spatial and temporal location of observations, and the method of drawdown analysis, must be understood in order that the design, performance, and analysis of a pumping test be directed toward answering the questions of most relevance for the particular application.
Clearly •,e basic procedure used for the correction is to estimate the normalized difference from the plots and then apply example, the analysis of temporal dependence is confined to drawdown at the pumping well where the normalized differences can be estimated to within 0.0025. For analyses of small durations using drawdown at large radial distances from the pumping well, the normalized difference cannot be estimated to within 0.1, an unacceptably large error for this work. Note that experimental simulations indicate that the majority of the discretization error arises because of the spatial discretization scheme. A considerably finer spatial discretization scheme would be required in order to significantly reduce the uncertainty in the normalized differences for analyses of small durations beginning at small dimensionless times. The increased computational burden produced by a much finer discretization scheme was not feasible given the computer resources available to the author at the time of this study.
Finally, it must be noted that the transmissivity correction schem& used here is based on discretization error relationships developed for uniform aquifers. The focus of this work, however, is on simulations performed in nonuniform aquifers. Therefore it is necessary to assess whether the character of the discretization error for simulations in uniform units is essentially the same as that for simulations in nonuniform units. This question is addressed here by comparing the model output to an analytical solution for flow to a pumping well in a nonuniform aquifer. As described by Butler [1986] , the analytical solution presented by Barker and Herbert [ 1982] is employed to assess the performance of the numerical model in the presence of a single radial discontinuity in transmissivity. In this case a transmissivity contrast of 2 orders of magnitude is employed, and no grid refinement is used in the vicinity of the discontinuity {radial distance 7.84 m). The discretization error does not appear to be affected by the radial discontinuity. Thus it is assumed that the correction plots developed for uniform units are essentially equally applicable for nonuniform units. Note that the transmissivity contrast between neighboring elements never exceeds 2 orders of magnitude in this work.
